LOWER SIDEWALL CONNECTIONS ALL MUST USE FLEXIBLE FITTINGS

NOTE:
- POLY PROCESSING

STANDARD COVER:
1/2" CAP/BRASS THRD
BLACK PL
STOCK NO. 4550

NOTE: MUST USE FLEXIBLE CONNECTIONS ALL LOWER SIDEWALL FITTINGS

REV "E" ADDED FTG FLATS TO DOME BY JB 12/31/12 CKWM
REV "D" REVISED COVER BY JB 7/23/09 CKWM
REV "C" ADDED FITTING NOTE BY MBW 2/11/03 CKJB
REV "B" REVISED LID BY MBW 2/11/03 CKJB
REV "A" ADDED DIMENSION BY JB 10/15/02 CKMBW

CALCULATED CAPACITIES
1160 GALLON UPRIGHT TANK